Great British Nature Day
Our annual Great British Nature Day sees Miss Gamble challenge our teachers to creatively weave
nature into all of their lessons. This year’s theme was plants and the children thoroughly enjoyed a
wide range of activities.
Mrs Greaves and the English department inspired some lovely poetry using extracts from ‘The Secret
Garden’ and a discussion about the restorative power of nature.

Springtime below was written by Violet in Year 6.

In Art, Year 7 drawing books were filled with nature drawings while Year 3 looked at prints from
Georgia O’Keeffe.
Mrs Price’s Science classes used their lessons to focus on medicinal plants in nature. While perhaps
the most creative answer to Miss Gamble’s challenge was Mr Magheean’s use of a pineapple and
pins to explore the Fibonacci sequence. The Fibonacci sequence is found in the strangest of places!
The sequence was initially discovered 800 years ago by Leonardo Fibonacci (a famous Italian
mathematician) and it involves adding up the previous two numbers in order to find the next…0, 1,
1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55 etc

On many plants, the number of petals is a Fibonacci number and the seed distribution on sunflowers
also has a Fibonacci spiral effect. Here are a few photographs of some Year 7 pupils investigating
with pineapples; if you’re wishing to investigate further then pinecones are always uber-interesting
to explore too!

Our guests for the day were Sally and Rosie from Cultivating Change, a local seed donation initiative.
Their workshops with Years 3 and 4 proved very popular and rather muddy, with pupils engaged in
song and dance to learn the structures of plants, followed by some muddy hands-on practical
activities making seed bombs and planting silly salad heads to grow at home. We look forward to
seeing photos of their success.

The events went on into the afternoon with an inspiring green assembly delivered by Sally and Rosie.
They spoke about the importance of gardening on well-being, and pupils were in awe of the fantastic
examples of gardens from the Gardens by the Bay in Singapore to The Lost Gardens of Heligan in
Cornwall.

Sally and Rosie have very kindly donated some seeds, challenging each House to grow a different
plant variety in the new allotment plots that the Eco-committee are digging in the environmental
garden. Bentley will grow flowers, Newton will grow herbs, Chaucer will try salad leaves and Latham
will aim for some vegetables. In addition, every pupil has been given some pumpkin seeds this week
- guidance can be found in the sidebar. We look forward to you sharing your growing experience at
home and seeing who can grow the biggest pumpkin! Good luck!

Members of the Year 7 and 8 Eco-committee were honoured to welcome the Deputy Lieutenant of
Cambridgeshire Mrs Sue Freestone to school on Monday. As the Queen’s representative she gave an
insightful presentation about the Queen and her Platinum Jubilee, before helping plant our Jubilee
Tree in Tom’s Garden, which in true eco-style Mr Hasell has created a plaque for this using recycled
slate from the roof and the laser printer. We thoroughly look forward to watching the tree bloom
and to our whole school Jubilee celebrations next term.

Finally, at lunchtime on Monday, the Eco-committee were given an inspiring presentation by Year 8
pupils William and Ryan. They have designed, built and programmed a robot to plant seeds. The
robot can dig a hole, dispense seeds, take moisture readings and water the seeds. It really is an
impressive feat, and we wish them the best of luck in their competition entries.

